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KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah inspected Imam Al-Sadiq
Mosque in downtown Al-Sawaber area shortly follow-
ing the blast. His Highness the Amir witnessed the
aftermath of the blast that hit the mosque.

Meanwhile, His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh
Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah inspected Imam Al-
Sadiq Mosque following the blast, and also visited the
injured in the Amiri Hospital. In a statement to KUNA,
His Highness the Crown Prince called for unity and
awareness among Kuwaitis, strongly denouncing the
cowardly attack on worshippers. “Such terrorist action
is anticipated in light of the situation prevailing in the
region”, Sheikh Nawaf said, pledging to bring the per-
petrators to justice. He thanked security men for their
efforts, noting that tight security measures would pre-
vail everywhere.” 

Cowardly act
The Ministry of Interior has issued a statement yes-

terday condemning the cowardly and criminal act of
causing a horrendous blast at the Imam Al-Sadiq
Mosque in the Al-Sawaber area. The blast took place as
the mosque was thronged with Friday worshippers,
causing 25 dead and 202 injured, the latter being
whisked off to hospitals for treatment, according to ini-
tial reports about the incident, said ministry statement.

The ministry, while it expressed its condolences to
the families of the dead and injured, underscored its
determination to track down the perpetrators of the
blast and bring them to justice as soon as possible.

The ministry asked in its statement that the families
who lost the lives of some of its members check with
ministry officials to implement the process of deliver-
ing the bodies of their loved ones to them. The state-
ment noted that the ministry would reveal pertinent
details of this act of terror, which runs against religious
and human values, as soon as it collected these details.

National unity
His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-

Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah meanwhile said that the
terrorist attack is not at all likely to take toll on “national
unity,” said. The sinful act sought to target Kuwait’s
internal front and national unity, “which are red lines
hard to cross, and we will remain as strong as ever,” His
Highness the Premier said at the scene of the blast.

Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak emphasized full confi-
dence in the Kuwaiti people’s awareness and strong
national sense, to dash the hopes of those who target
national unity or seek to incite sedition.  He also
stressed confidence in security agencies and members.
His Highness the Premier also visited the injured peo-
ple at Amiri Hospital. 

In the meantime, National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Al-Ghanem stressed that Kuwaitis will van-
quish “black terrorism and a sedition project” targeting
their country. There are mere two choices, either sedi-
tion and terrorist plans manage to divide the Kuwaiti
people taking toll on their unity, or Kuwaitis will win
the decisive confrontation, Ghanem noted. He empha-
sized the strong unity of the Kuwaiti people manifested
yesterday.

Minister of Oil and Minister of State for National
Assembly Affairs Dr. Ali Al-Omair described Friday the
blast at Imam Al-Sadiq Mosque in Kuwait city as a
“heinous” crime. In a statement to reporters following a
meeting of National Assembly, Omair said His Highness
the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
and some MPs highly responded to the incident. “We
will foil all attempts that seek to affect our unity or
incite sedition and divisions among people of the
country,” he said.

Asked about security measures to be taken, Omair
said after this incident, the cabinet’s meeting will dis-
cuss this matter, indicating that the government will
not hesitate to take any decision aiming at achieving
security and safety.

Also, Minister of Information and Minister of State
for Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman Salem Al-Humoud Al-
Sabah strongly condemned Friday’s “terror” bombing
attack. “What happened today is a cowardly terrorist
act that targets Kuwait’s security and stability,” the
Minister said in a statement to KUNA.

He underlined that the security agencies and all
Kuwaiti people are hand in hand to defend the nation-
al unity and spare the chance on those trying to insti-
gate division, harms the state security and stability.

“Kuwait is stronger than those cowards,” he said. He
pointed out that His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah shows Kuwait’s unity in
face of terrorism. Sheikh Salman expressed condolence
and sympathy with relatives of the attack victims. 

Precautionary measures
Minister of Justice and Awqaf and Islamic Affairs

Yaacoub Al-Sane meanwhile said that the blast is a “ter-
rorist and criminal act that threatens our security and
targets our national unity.” Sane told KUNA in the after-
math of the attack that the government will take a mul-
titude of precautionary measures to provide further
protection to places of worship. He also stressed that
Kuwait would always remain an oasis of security and
safety. 

Also yesterday, two major Islamic societies have
condemned the blast. Denouncing the coward act,
chairman of the Society of the Revival of Islamic
Heritage Tareq Al-Essa urged Kuwaiti people to stand
side by side with the state leadership, represented by
His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah. Essa also called them to be as cautious
as ever toward “external malicious hands” targeting the
country’s unity. In a similar statement, chairman of the
Social of Reform Society Humoud Al-Roumi con-
demned the criminal act that targeted unity of the
Kuwaiti society. — KUNA

SHOCK AND HORROR
AT Sadiq MOSQUE

Leadership, authorities call for unity, awareness

KUWAIT: A wounded man is lying moments after a deadly explosion claimed by the Islamic State group during Friday prayers at the Imam Sadiq Mosque
in Kuwait City, yesterday. 

A body lies covered following a suicide attack on a Shiite mosque in Kuwait City yesterday. 

Local Kuwaiti businessman Jawad BuKhamseen
tries to help a wounded man talking on his
mobile after a suicide bomber killed 27 people
and wounded more than 200 at Imam Al-Sadiq
mosque in Kuwait City yesterday. 

His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah arrives to visit the injured inside
the Amiri Hospital.

Information Minister Sheikh Salman Al-Humoud Al-Sabah is pictured with crowds gathered outside
the mosque.

Cabinet Affairs Minister Sheikh Mohammad Al-Abdullah condoles victims’ relatives outside the
Amiri Hospital.


